
5
FREE Game-Changing  
Productivity Hack Tools 

For Every Solopreneur’s Toolkit



1
X.AI

The Pain Point It Solves: Scheduling a meeting via email is usually a minimum of three 
back and forth email exchanges. Then, after you find a time sending a meeting request.  

Solution: Cc “amy@x.ai” into an e-mail conversation about setting up a meeting. She then 
takes over, chats to your contact like a real Personal Assistant to sort the best time and lo-

cation, and the next thing you should expect to see is a calendar invite.

Time-saver indeed!

http://X.AI


2
one-tab.com

Pain Point: Opening up a number of tabs and not closing them because you don’t want to 
lose them. You end up getting distracted, and your computer is much slower.

Solution: With one click, all of your tabs are in one tab so you never lose what you are 
working on and you can stay laser-focused!

Focus machine!

http://one-tab.com


3
streak.com

Pain Point: Forgetting to log in your notes for client.

Solution: With CRM in your inbox, you can... • Take all your notes in your email inbox 
• Track if recipient opens email • Have a sales pipeline • Create templates  

• Schedule emails • Create tasks • Create reminders to contact clients  
• Snooze or boomerang an email to later date.

Super productive!

http://streak.com


4
momentumdash.com

Pain Point: Not completing the top 5 daily tasks that move your company forward.

Solution: Every time you open a browser you will be greeted with a stunning nature photo, 
inspirational quote, time, weather, and your todo list.  This tool keeps you focused and 

reminds you what is important, so you don’t get distracted reading your Facebook news 
stream.

On track, moving forward!

http://momentumdash.com


5
trello.com

Pain Point: Entrepreneurs have so many thoughts and ideas in their head, but not all of 
them are a priority. They need a way to dump those ideas ,so they can prioritize them later 

and not get distracted or forget the idea. This is where Trello comes along.

Solution: Three columns: To Do, Doing, Done. Data dump all your ideas in the To-do section 
and every morning or evening start planning the things you want to accomplish the next 

day by dragging and dropping into the To-do column.

Never forget an idea again!

http://trello.com


*
Qwlir’s Ad-spend-calculator

( ad-spend-calculator.qwilr.com )

Pain Point: No idea what you should spend on ads, or what amount is viable. 

Solution: Find out it in less than three minutes how much you should spend on marketing

Ninja speed!

BONUS

http://ad-spend-calculator.qwilr.com


Often as business owners our time is so busy juggling all the different roles we must 

fill that we get into a habit of saying “someday”. As in, someday I’ll finally start that 

blog or someday I’ll actually look at my number to know why I haven’t hit 6 figures. 

That’s why I started OwnersUP. It’s a simple, easy and efficient way for small busi-
ness owners and solopreneurs to stay accountable to their goals and start achiev-
ing more of what they dream of INSTANTLY. Because our system is heavily based 

on peer advisory and expert mentoring we’re seeing a 95% success rate. 

That means over 9 out of 10 of our participants are seeing huge increases in reve-
nue, more focused and clear on their vision and operate confidently, knowing they 

have a community of business owners to fall back upon for help and resources.

—Tanya Alvarez, Founder, OwnersUP

Earn More. 
Stop Hustling. 
Start Living.

www.OwnersUP.com
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http://www.OwnersUP.com

